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Abstract
This article considers the equivalence problem of multitape automata with multidimensional tapes, where the motion of the
heads is monotone in all directions (no backward motion). It is shown that this problem can be reduced to the equivalence problem
of ordinary multitape automata. Some applications of the result are adduced.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Automata with multidimensional tapes, where the motion of the heads is monotone in all directions (no backward
motion), were introduced in [1], in the context of investigations on the equivalence of program schemata with nonde-
generate operators. It was shown, that the equivalence problem in the class of program schemata on a nondegenerate
basis of rank unity is reduced to the equivalence problem of multidimensional multitape automata.
The equivalence problem for program schemata with nondegenerate operators was initially considered in [2,3].
After that, many researchers were investigating possible extensions of the obtained results, but the largest considered
extension—the equivalence problem for program schemata on a nondegenerate basis of rank unity continued to be
open.
The special case of the equivalence problem of multidimensional multitape automata, where the dimensions of the
tapes are less than or equal to 2, was solved in [4]. Here we extend the technique introduced in [4] and prove that the
equivalence problem of multidimensional multitape automata can be reduced to the equivalence problem of multitape
automata [5].
Some new applications of the obtained result are outlined at the end.
2. Definitions
Some definitions from [1] necessary for further discussion will be repeated below.
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1132 H. Grigorian, S. Shoukourian / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 74 (2008) 1131–1138Let r be a positive integer, N = {0,1, . . .}. The set Nr is called an r-dimensional tape. Any element of Nr −
(a1, . . . , ar ) is called a cell of the tape and the numbers a1, . . . , ar are called the coordinates of the corresponding cell.
The cell (0, . . . ,0) is the initial cell. Let X be a finite alphabet. Mappings Nr → X are called fillings of the tape with
the symbols of X.
The set S = {(n1,m1), . . . , (nk,mk)}, where ni,mi (1 i  k) are natural numbers and for all 1 i, j  k, ni =
nj ⇔ i = j , is called a signature of the multidimensional multitape automaton. The signature defines the quantity
and arity of the tapes—if (n,m) ∈ S, then the automaton with a signature S has exactly m n-dimensional tapes.
Further we will assume that S = {(i,mi) | 1 i  c}, where c 2, mi  0, m = m1 + · · · + mc > 0.
A= 〈Q = Q1 ∪ · · · ∪ Qm,X,q0,QF ,ϕ,ψ〉, where Q is the set of states, Qi contains those and only those states
in which the tape i is being read, Qi ∩ Qj = ∅, if i = j , X is the input alphabet, q0 is the initial state, QF is the set
of final states, ϕ : Q × X → Q is the transition function, ψ : QxX → {1, . . . , c} is the movement direction function,
is called a c-dimensional multitape automaton with signature S.
The filled part of the r-dimensional tape, the sum of coordinates of each cell is less than or equal to n − 1, will be
called an r-dimensional word of length n. The set of all r-dimensional words over alphabet X will be denoted Ωr(X).
The contents of the cell with coordinates (a1, . . . , ar ) belonging to the word ω ∈ Ωr(X) will be denoted ω[a1, . . . , ar ].
An r-dimensional word of length n is accepted, if the automaton gets to a final state after reading from a cell, the sum
of coordinates of which is equal to n − 1.
The filled part of the r-dimensional tape, the sum of coordinates of each cell is equal to k, will be called the kth
diagonal of the word, and will be denoted dk . The length of dk will be considered to be equal to k + 1. The length of
a word is the number of diagonals it contains.
The m-tuple of multidimensional words (p1, . . . , pm) will be called an m-tape word with signature S, if the number
of u-dimensional words is v, and (u, v) ∈ S. Without loss of generality, we will further assume, that m-tape words
with signature S are of the form (p(1)1 , . . . , p
(1)
m1 , . . . , p
(c)
1 , . . . , p
(c)
mc ) where p
(i)
1 , . . . , p
(i)
mi are i-dimensional words for
i = 1, . . . , c.
If an automaton A (with any signature) accepts/does not accept the word w, it will be denoted as A(w) =
1/A(w) = 0, respectively.
A1 and A2 multidimensional multitape automata (with the same signature) will be called equivalent, if for ev-
ery word w, A1(w) = A2(w), and the positions (coordinates) of the heads on all tapes are the same, if A1(w) =
A2(w) = 1. The equivalence of two automata will be denoted A1 ∼A2.
3. Reduction to one-dimensional automata
In order to determine the equivalence by the accepted set of words, h − 1 additional 1-dimensional tapes with an
alphabet {1} will be added for each h-dimensional tape (h > 1). The automata will be modified to read a “1” from
tape i (1 i < h) each time it moves in the direction i on the corresponding h-dimensional tape. This way, the length
of the word on these additional tapes will determine the position of the head on the h-dimensional tape and the two
automata will be equivalent, if they accept the same set of words.
From here on, we will assume that the c-dimensional automata already contain these additional tapes and will not
mention them explicitly—they will be considered as part of other 1-dimensional tapes, included in m1.
It will be shown how to model the computation process of a c-dimensional automaton A with signature S with an
(m+mc)-tape (c−1)-dimensional automatonA′ with signature S′ = S\{(c,mc), (c−1,mc−1), (1,m1)}∪S1, where
S1 = {(c − 1,mc−1 + mc), (1,m1 + mc)}, if c > 2, S1 = {(1,m1 + 2m2)}, if c = 2.
The first step would be to code the contents of any c-dimensional tape on a (c − 1)-dimensional tape. An example
of such coding for c = 2 is shown in [4]. An example for c = 3 is adduced below: a 3-dimensional word of length
n + 1 (Fig. 1a) will be represented on a 2-dimensional tape in the way depicted in Fig. 1b (a traversal of the original
word by diagonals). The algorithm of building the (c − 1)-dimensional word in the general case will be described
below.
Let Ω = Ωc−1(X) × Ω1({1,∗}) be the set of 2-tape words with signature {(1,1), (c − 1,1)}, where the alphabet
of the first tape is X, the alphabet of the second tape is {1,∗}. We will build a mapping δ : Ωc(X) → Ω .
Let w be a c-dimensional word of length n. The contents of w will be coded on the first (c − 1)-dimensional tape
of δ(w), hereafter called the data tape, wd , in the following way.
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Fig. 1.
xa1...ac will be written in the cell (bk + a2, . . . , bk + ac), where bk = k(k+1)2 , k = a1 + · · · + ac:
wd [bk + a2, . . . , bk + ac] = xa1...ac . (1)
It follows from the above formula, that diagonal k is contained in the (c − 1)-dimensional hypercube, the side
length of which is k + 1, the origin is the cell (bk, . . . , bk). The choice of bk is such (the sum of the side lengths of
previous hypercubes), that these hypercubes do not overlap, but touch at one point. The case of c = 4 and n = 3 is
shown in Fig. 2.
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The part of the data tape (the set of cells), corresponding to the kth diagonal of the c-dimensional word, will be
called the kth diagonal as well (and denoted by dk).
Let α ∈ X be an arbitrary symbol of the alphabet X. All the cells of the data tape not occupied by symbols from
the source tape will be filled with the symbol α. Note, that this symbol, called the filling symbol, is fixed and is the
same for all the words.
The second tape of δ(w), hereafter called the control tape, will contain the codes of the lengths of these diagonals
reduced by one—0,1,2, . . . , n − 2. They will be represented in a form of sequences of the symbols “1” separated by
the symbols “*” (e.g., *1*11*. . .*1. . .1*).
If ω is a finite 2-tape word from Ω and its second tape contains at least k + 1 symbols “*”, the number of symbols
“1” between the kth and (k + 1)th symbols “*” will be denoted Tk(ω) (T0(ω) is the number of symbols “1” before the
first symbol “*”). In the case above, according to the construction, Tk(δ(w)) = k, for 0 k  n − 2.
Let W = Ω1(X)m1 × · · · × Ωc(X)mc be the set of all m-tape words with signature S. Let W1 = Ω1(X)m1 × · · · ×
Ωc−1(X)mc−1 × Ωmc .
The mapping δ will be extended to the set of all m-tape words with signature S in the following way—δ :W →
W1: for an m-tape word w = (p(1)1 , . . . , p(1)m1 , . . . , p(c−1)1 , . . . , p(c−1)mc−1 ,p(c)1 , . . . , p(c)mc ) ∈ W , δ(w) = (p(1)1 , . . . , p(1)m1 , . . . ,
p
(c−1)
1 , . . . , p
(c−1)
mc−1 ,p
′
1,p
′′
1 , . . . , p
′
mc
,p′′mc), where (p
′
i , p
′′
i ) = δ(p(c)i ) for i = 1, . . . ,mc .
For a word w with signature S, δ(w) will have signature S′ (see definitions of S and S′ above).
The data tape contains the sequence of diagonals, and the control tape contains the distances between symbols
located in adjacent cells on the c-dimensional tape. This is necessary because for modeling the movement from one
symbol to another on a c-dimensional tape, we have to pass/ignore l symbols on the data tape in all its directions
(where l is the length of the current diagonal) in the case when the source movement is in the first direction, and
pass/ignore an additional symbol in the correct direction in other cases. At the same time this leads to a set of words
on the control tape which is not regular and thus it will not be possible to build a finite automaton accepting exactly
such a set of word pairs.
To overcome the problem, it is suggested to immerse the considered set into an extended regular set using the
following two rules preserving basic properties of the source set: the distances between adjacent symbols on adjacent
diagonals (on the source tape) are written in the corresponding positions on the control tape and the diagonals have
the same shape as when constructed with the above-mentioned algorithm, but bk can be different than in formula (1).
1. bk = (bk−1 + k) + l, 0 < l: For a given diagonal of a c-dimensional tape, the result of formula (1) is considered
as a code of the diagonal, if the length code of this extended diagonal, k − 1 + l, is written on the control tape
instead of the length code of the source diagonal (this is graphically represented in Fig. 4, left).
2. bk = (bk−1 + k) − l, 0 < l < k, and any symbol written in a common cell by formula (1) is the same for both
diagonals in case of overlap: For a given pair of adjacent diagonals, the result of formula (1) is considered as a
valid code, if the length of the first diagonal is considered as reduced and the code of the reduced length, k−1− l,
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is written on the control tape instead of the code of the source length (this is graphically represented in Fig. 5,
left).
It will be shown further that this extension brings to a regular set of word pairs (it violates the necessity to have
increasing by 1 numbers on the control tape) and meantime there is a clear mapping from the extended set of pairs to
the source set, i.e. for a given pair of words accepted by a two-tape automaton one can identically recover the content
of the corresponding c-dimensional tape accepted by the source automaton.
The following subset of W1 is considered: W ′ = {w′ | ∃w ∈ W, w′ = δ(w)} (these are the words that have
0,1,2, . . . written on the control tapes).
It is easy to see that the following lemma is true.
Lemma 1. δ : W → W ′ is a one-to-one mapping.
Now the automaton A′ will be described, which operates on words from W1.
Let Q′ be the set of states of A′. For each state q in A, A′ will have a corresponding state q ′ = μ(q) ∈ Q′, such
that q ′ ∈ Q′F ⇔ q ∈ QF and q ′ ∈ Q′k ⇔ q ∈ Qk . Let q be any state corresponding to a c-dimensional tape in A. For
each transition originating in q , A′ will have c more states used for advancing the head on the data tape to simulate
the movement of the head of the c-dimensional automaton A. The fragment of the automaton A′ which corresponds
to a single transition in A is shown in Fig. 3 for cases ψ(q, x) = 1 and ψ(q, x) > 1 (the transitions from the shaded
states correspond to the control tape). All other transitions (q1, q2) (q1 corresponds to a c′-dimensional tape, c′ < c)
in A will just have a corresponding transition in A′—(μ(q1),μ(q2)).
The (c − 1)-dimensional automaton A′ with signature S′ constructed in the above-mentioned way from the source
c-dimensional automaton A with signature S will be further denoted γ (A).
For c-dimensional tapes, A′ works the following way. At each step, if ψ(q, x) = e = 1, it moves in direction e − 1
on the corresponding (c − 1)-dimensional data tape. Then it moves in each direction per a number of times it reads
“1” from the control tape plus one. Finally, it gets to the state μ(ϕ(q, x)).
Lemma 2. Let w ∈ W be any m-tape c-dimensional word with signature S, A′ = γ (A) for some c-dimensional
m-tape automaton A with signature S. Then, A′(δ(w)) =A(w).
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Proof. This lemma directly follows from the definition of δ(w) and the construction of γ (A). 
Lemma 3. For any multitape word with signature S′ w1 = (p(1)1 , . . . , p(1)m1 , . . . , p(c−1)1 , . . . , p(c−1)mc−1 ,p′1,p′′1 , . . . ,
p′mc,p
′′
mc
) ∈ W1, ∃w ∈ W , such that for any automaton A with signature S, A′ = γ (A), A′(w1) =A(δ(w)).
Proof. If ∃w ∈ W , such that w1 = δ(w), i.e. w1 ∈ W ′, the lemma is obviously true. Suppose this is not the case.
A new word w′ ∈ W ′ will be built based on of the word w1, such that A′(w1) =A′(w′).
We will assume that all irrelevant (not containing symbols of any diagonal) cells of p′i contain the filling symbol
α ∈ X defined before (in the opposite case, we can change them).
Let k be the least number for which Tk((p′i , p′′i )) = k. Let s = Tk((p′i , p′′i )). There are two possible cases:
(a) s > k.
There are s − k (c − 2)-dimensional diagonals after the kth diagonal that will always be skipped by A′. So, if they
are removed—p′i[a1, . . . , ac−1] = p′i[a1 + (s − k), . . . , ac−1 + (s − k)] for all a1, . . . , ac−1  bk (Fig. 4), along with
s − k symbols “1” from the control tape (s is replaced by k)—Tk((p′i , p′′i )) = k, the behavior of A′ on the word w1
and on the resulting word will be identical (according to the construction of A′).
(b) s < k.
If the overlapping parts of the diagonals are duplicated—p′i[a1, . . . , ac−1] = p′i[a1 −(k−s), . . . , ac−1 −(k−s)] for all
a1, . . . , ac−1  bk (Fig. 5), and k− s symbols “1” are added to the control tape (s is replaced by k)—Tk((p′i , p′′i )) = k,
the behavior of A′ on the word w1 and on the resulting word will be identical (according to the construction of A′).
If these transformations are applied while there exists such k, for all i = 1, . . . ,mc , we will get a word w′ ∈ W ′.
Thus, w = δ−1(w′) ∈ W and A′(w1) =A′(w′) =A′(δ(w)). 
Let us have two multidimensional m-tape automataA1 andA2 with signature S. LetA′1 = γ (A1) andA′2 = γ (A2).
Lemma 4. A′1 ∼A′2 ⇒ A1 ∼A2.
Proof. Let us assume the opposite: A′1 ∼A′2, but A1 and A2 are not equivalent. This means ∃w,A1(w) =A2(w).
From Lemma 2 we have A1(w) =A′1(δ(w)) and A2(w) =A′2(δ(w)). Hence, it follows that A′1(δ(w)) =A′2(δ(w)).
But this contradicts to A′1 ∼A′2. Thus, our assumption that A1 and A2 are not equivalent, is false. 
Lemma 5. A′ A′ ⇒ A1 A2.1 2
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Proof. From A′1  A′2 follows that ∃w′,A′1(w′) = A′2(w′). If w′ /∈ W ′, then, according to Lemma 3, there exists
some w′′ ∈ W ′, A′1(w′) =A′1(w′′) and A′2(w′) =A′2(w′′), so A′1(w′′) =A′2(w′′). Thus, we can assume that w′ ∈ W ′.
From Lemma 2 we haveA1(δ−1(w′)) =A′1(w′) andA2(δ−1(w′)) =A′2(w′). Hence, it follows thatA1(δ−1(w′)) =
A2(δ−1(w′)), which means that A1 and A2 are not equivalent. 
From Lemmas 4 and 5 we get the following theorem.
Theorem 6. A1 ∼A2 ⇔ A′1 ∼A′2.
Corollary 7. The equivalence problem of multidimensional multitape automata is decidable.
Proof. By repeating the process of reducing the equivalence problem of c-dimensional automata to the equivalence
problem of (c − 1)-dimensional automata, we will eventually reach to the equivalence problem of 1-dimensional
multitape automata ((1m1 + · · · + cmc)-tape for automata with signature S) which is decidable [6]. 
Theorem 8. The equivalence problem in the class of program schemata on a nondegenerate basis of rank unity is
decidable.
Proof. Follows from the above result and the main theorem of [1]. 
4. Conclusion
Although the main result of this article implies, that multidimensional multitape automata are not more powerful
than ordinary multitape automata (i.e. they can be modeled with the latter), they are in many cases more convenient
and natural to use. One example of this is the adduced result in the theory of program schemata. Another application
is a result of equivalence decidability for processes in an object-oriented hierarchical framework described in [7]
(as of this writing, this result is being prepared for publication by the authors). A research on a possible application
connected with the equivalence problem of regular expressions on partially commutative symbol sets is currently in
progress.
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